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An eye-opening look at the life and legacy of Jackie Robinson, the man who broke the color

barrier in Major League Baseball and became an American hero.Baseball, basketball, football

— no matter the game, Jackie Robinson excelled. His talents would have easily landed another

man a career in pro sports, but in America in the 1930s and ’40s, such opportunities were

closed to athletes like Jackie for one reason: his skin was the wrong color. Settling for playing

baseball in the Negro Leagues, Jackie chafed at the inability to prove himself where it mattered

most: the major leagues. Then in 1946, Branch Rickey, manager of the Brooklyn Dodgers,

decided he was going to break the “rules” of segregation: he recruited Jackie Robinson.

Fiercely determined, Jackie faced cruel and sometimes violent hatred and discrimination, but

he proved himself again and again, exhibiting courage, restraint, and a phenomenal ability to

play the game. In this compelling biography, award-winning author Doreen Rappaport

chronicles the extraordinary life of Jackie Robinson and how his achievements won over — and

changed — a segregated nation.

Jackie Robinson’s life has inspired a number of biographies for kids, and Rappaport adds a

well-rounded and nuanced portrayal...A discussion guide is planned and may help adults and

younger readers process the prejudice and hate that Robinson endured, particularly in his

childhood and early career. An excellent biography that humanizes its legendary subject for

middle schoolers.—School Library JournalRappaport uses personal vignettes to bring to vivid

life the story of the first man to break the color barrier in Major League Baseball...Drawing from

Robinson’s autobiography and other sources, Rappaport explores some of the seminal events

in Robinson’s life and the ballplayer’s feelings about them, ably profiling a groundbreaking

athlete and “one-person civil rights movement.”—Publishers WeeklyRappaport offers an

engaging account of the man’s life and presents enough background information about

American racism during the 1930s and 1940s to help young readers understand the depth of

his courage and the magnitude of his achievement as “a one-person civil rights movement.”—

BooklistBrevity and accessibility...don’t mean lightweight coverage: Rappaport slams down

hard on the vicious opponents and rival fans...This is an excellent companion title to his

daughter Sharon Robinson’s Promises to Keep (BCCB 4/04).—Bulletin of the Center for

Children's BooksIn Doreen Rappaport’s 42 Is Not Just a Number, Jackie Robinson shows the

world his incredible skills and character.—HuffPostThis skillfully written biography uses

anecdotes and well-chosen details to draw readers into the life of an extraordinary athlete and

a courageous American who helped transform his country and his sport.—Providence

JournalJackie Robinson (1919–1972), one of the best baseball players in history, is most

remembered as the man who broke the color barrier in major league baseball when he took

the field as first baseman for the Brooklyn Dodgers on April 15, 1947. This biography covers

Robinson’s early years, beginning when Jackie was eight years old and one of five siblings

being raised by his mother in California.—Literacy Daily --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorDoreen Rappaport is the author of more than

fifty books for children, including Beyond Courage: The Untold Story of Jewish Resistance

During the Holocaust;Lady Liberty: A Biography, illustrated by Matt Tavares; and Martin’s Big

Words, illustrated by Bryan Collier. Doreen Rappaport lives in upstate New York. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Jack swept the last bit of dirt from the front steps into the dustpan. Mama was so proud of their

five-bedroom house and wanted everything in it and around it to be neat and clean. The way

his mother made good things happen, Jack liked to think of her as having magical

powers.Seven years earlier, when Jack’s father abandoned the family, Mallie Robinson had

packed up her five children and moved from Georgia to California with only three dollars sewn

into the lining of her petticoat. Other members of Mallie’s family came along, too: her sister,

Cora Wade; Cora’s husband, Sam; and their two sons.Within only a few days of arriving in

Pasadena, Mallie landed a job. For five days a week, fifty-two weeks a year, she cleaned and

cooked for a white family. She worked hard for eight dollars a week, but she never complained.

She was gone from early morning until night, so much of Jack’s care fell to his older sister,

Willa Mae.For the first two years in California, the Robinsons and the Wades lived together in

an apartment, sharing rent. Sam’s job didn’t pay much more than Mama’s. Yet, miraculously,

within two years, the families had squirreled away enough pennies and nickels and dimes for a

down payment on a house.When Mama saw 121 Pepper Street for sale, she thought it one of

the finest on the block. The house, however, was in a white working-class neighborhood. The

neighbors got an unpleasant surprise when the two black families moved into the two-story

clapboard house. Someone burned a cross on the lawn. Another person went from house to

house in the neighborhood to find someone who could buy them out, but no one had enough

money. So the families stayed.It took time, but Mama eventually won the respect of most of her

white neighbors. She had sent Jack’s older brother Edgar to do odd jobs at no charge for Mrs.

Coppersmith, a widow who lived next door. A nearby bakery gave Mama its day-old leftovers.

The milkman gave her unsold milk. Mallie could have easily used the baked goods and milk to

help feed her large family, but she shared whatever she received with her neighbors, even the

ones who were hostile.Some neighbors still resented having a black family on the block. One

frequently called the police to complain that Edgar, whizzing around on roller skates, made too

much noise. An elderly couple scurried inside their house whenever any of the children walked

their way.Two years later, in 1924, Uncle Sam and Aunt Cora had saved enough money to buy

a separate house, just a few blocks away. Now 121 Pepper Street belonged just to Mama, but

she needed more money to meet expenses.Jack wished he could help, but he was still too

young to get paying jobs like his older brothers. Next year he might be able to get a newspaper

route or mow lawns. For now, Mama believed that he could sweep, so he was going to do it,

and do it good.Mama’s flowers were her pride and joy. So was the backyard, with its vegetable

garden and fruit trees. Sometimes Mama raised turkeys, chickens, ducks, and rabbits, but her

green thumb, livestock, and salary weren’t always enough to feed her family of six. Many nights



Jack’s dinner was bread soaked in milk or in water and sugar, or leftovers that Mama brought

home from her job. Some mornings Jack was so hungry he could hardly stand up when he got

to school.Jack finished sweeping the front walk and moved on to the sidewalk. Across the

street a girl was coming out of her house. She glared at Jack, then shouted, “Nigger, nigger,

nigger.”As young and little as he was, Jack could not let this racial slur pass. His grandma

Edna, born a slave, took great pride in being black and had taught Jack that Negro was the

only proper name for their race. Any other name was a slur and should not be tolerated. In a

flash, Jack was shouting, returning the insult with a cry of “cracker”— a derogatory term for

poor rural whites in the South. The girl’s father overheard Jack’s taunt and charged outside to

throw stones at Jack. Jack threw stones right back at him. Stones flew until the girl’s mother

came outside and yelled at her husband for fighting with a child.Jack idolized his older brother

Mack, not just for his athletic ability but for his character and determination as well. In junior

high school, Mack was already a star athlete in football, baseball, basketball, and track and

field when he was diagnosed with a heart murmur. The school, fearing that something could

happen to Mack if he played, banned him from all competitive sports. Mack refused to accept

their decision and turned to his mother for help. Mallie met with school officials and convinced

them to at least let Mack participate in non-contact sports. Mack returned to track and field and

became a superstar sprinter. He won many events and set a statewide record for the high

hurdles.Mack was in high school now and hadn’t lost a race so far this year. Today he was

competing for John Muir Technical High School in the 100-yard dash. Jack tried never to miss

watching a meet.Jack was a natural athlete himself, always playing something. His keen hand-

eye coordination made him a marbles champion. In games of dodgeball, Jack moved so fast

that no one could ever hit him. With Jack on the field, his third-grade soccer team was so good

that they were able to challenge the sixth-grade team and win. In the schoolyard at lunchtime,

he played handball. No matter what game or sport, Jack always played to win, and usually did.

For all the pride he took in his talents, however, he knew he could never run as fast as

Mack.Mack crouched in starting position: hips up, weight resting on his fingertips. A sprinter

had to be ready to run as soon as the pistol signaled the start of the race, so his stance was

critical. So was reaction time. There wasn’t a split second to lose.The pistol shot popped. Jack

watched Mack take off, spraying dirt behind him. Mack pumped his legs hard, his eyes focused

on the track. He never looked over his shoulder or to the side. That could add fractions of a

second to his time and cost him the race.Jack knew that Mack was thinking of only one thing:

winning.Mack picked up speed, and Jack yelled and cheered along with every other Muir fan

as his brother crossed the finish line ahead of the pack.Jack undressed quickly and put on his

bathing suit. He and his “gang” were going to have a chance to cool off today at Pasadena’s

municipal pool. The Pepper Street Gang, as they called themselves, was a mix of poor black,

Mexican, Japanese, and a few white kids. They didn’t carry knives or guns or take drugs or

drink alcohol. They didn’t even have a clubhouse or jackets or a secret handshake. Restricted

from activities in the city because of race and money, they had banded together to create their

own fun. Jack intended to have lots of fun at the pool this day.The Pepper Street Gang’s fun

wasn’t always legal. They stole fruit from produce stands. They hid out on the local golf course,

scooped up balls that came by, and then sold them back to the players. They threw rocks and

dirt at passing cars. Once they spread tar on the lawn of a man who had shouted racist slurs at

them. When Mallie found out about that, she made the boys clean up the mess. Many times

Jack had been hauled down to police headquarters for a lecture by the head of the police

Youth Division. Once he had been arrested for swimming in the city reservoir during a heat

wave. Today’s fun would be completely legal, though it would definitely annoy the white



lifeguard.Summer temperatures in Pasadena hovered around ninety degrees Fahrenheit. On

most sweltering days, Jack and his friends could only peek through the picket fence around

Pasadena’s municipal pool and watch the white kids swim. But today was Wednesday, what

city officials called “International Day.” It was the one day a week when, for three hours, blacks,

Latinos, and Asians were allowed to swim at the municipal pool. After those three hours were

up, the pool would be drained, cleaned, and refilled with fresh water, all before the next

morning, when Pasadena’s white citizens would return to swim.The municipal pool was only

one of numerous humiliations that blacks faced in Pasadena. There were no “White Only” signs

as there were in the South, but race segregation was still the rule. Jack could get a job washing

dishes at Schrafft’s restaurant, but he wouldn’t be allowed to eat at the counter. There were

neighborhoods he knew he wouldn’t be safe in. He yearned to use the sports equipment at the

YMCA, but membership wasn’t open to blacks. Whenever he could, Jack defied segregation. A

few times Jack and a friend sat down at a Woolworth’s lunch counter and refused to budge

until they were served. More than once, when the lights dimmed in a movie theater, he snuck

into the white section.Mama had moved the family to Pasadena because her half brother, who

had settled in California, had told her that if she wanted “to get closer to heaven,” she should

visit California. Jack believed that was true, but only if you were white and wealthy.Bigotry was

ingrained in Pasadena’s schools, yet Jack formed warm bonds with his kindergarten and first-

grade teachers. As the years passed, however, other white teachers revealed their prejudices:

they were often rude and excluded minority students from activities. More than once, Jack and

his friends got blamed for trouble that was actually caused by white students.Mama believed

education was the one thing white people couldn’t take away from a person. That might be

true, Jack thought, but no matter how well educated he could become, he knew that the city of

Pasadena would never hire him as a police officer or a firefighter or a teacher or a janitor. He

and his friends would be lucky if they got jobs picking up garbage.With the afternoon sun

beating down on him, Jack climbed the ladder to the highest diving platform. He looked down

at the kids swimming and those scattered around the edges of the concrete pool. Then he

looked across at the white lifeguard sitting in his high chair, watching Jack, waiting for him to

dive. The lifeguard was in for a surprise.Up and out Jack jumped, as high as he could. He

grabbed and hugged his legs close to his chest. He dropped through the air like a bomb, hitting

the water with an explosive splash and drenching everyone in and around the pool with his

cannonball. Even before Jack surfaced, he knew that the lifeguard was already climbing down

from his chair to warn Jack against repeating that stunt.But Wednesday was Jack’s day. He

was going to cannonball as often as he liked, no matter what the lifeguard said. No one was

going to stop him.
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Maria, “loved the book. i needed it for school and I loved it so much.”

danielle button, “Fast paced good read!. Fast paced, good read! My 17 year old enjoyed the

book. Easy reading. Would recommend to people with kids. Thanks”

Mensa for Kids, “Historical Narrative. This book is a historical narrative about the black man in

the U.S. baseball major league who destroyed baseball segregation in the big leagues - Jackie

Robinson. It breaks his life into a series of moments, which fill in, represent, and explain his life

effectively. Usually, stories are told continually or aren’t split up into chapters with certain dates

- so I found this book refreshing in said manner. The importance of number 42 is developed

from the beginning and explained in a very satisfactory way at the end. That is not to say that

this book covers all of his life (the story itself is only about 100 pages). Rather, its selection of

moments was sometimes surprising but still enlightening, since there is more than baseball in

this book. Ultimately, I thought the story was a neat one, worth telling.review by Jose C, age

16, Mensa San Francisco”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Engaging. This book really kept my students engaged and wanting to

read more each day. It really focuses on  Jackie Robinson’s strong character traits.”

The book by Doreen Rappaport has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 101 people have provided

feedback.
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